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Concept
Twitter Description
A Japanese home cooking recipe website for busy people who live in England and are new to
cooking Japanese food.

Elevator pitch
Asian food, especially Japanese, has become increasingly popular in the UK in recent years. Sushi counters
are common in some large UK supermarkets, such as Sushi Daily at Waitrose. There are also some Ready
Meals and ingredients produced by restaurant brands that sell Japanese food.
While those Sushi and Ready Meals seem popular, as an Asian who loves Japanese food, I rarely buy those.
This is because it would be more delicious and cheaper if I cooked it myself. I was curious if the British want
to cook Japanese home cooking at home, how do they learn? Then I found some recipes taught in English
on YouTube and the web. Most of the materials are not beginner friendly and authentic.
Therefore, I want to make a website that is easy to follow and use even for a complete novice. Start with
the basics, such as the explanation of seasonings, how to cook rice, shopping guides, etc. I will also provide
visual content for each recipe to make the cooking process more concrete.

The problem
Often people are biased toward trusting big brands. When first contacting a thing, it seems that the
information provided by the brand with a reputation is more reliable. Searching for “Japanese recipes” on
Google, the first search result is BBC good food, a well-known global food media brand.
However, the big brands are not necessarily the best. At least I can find some problems. There are over
300 Japanese-inspired recipes on BBC good food website, and almost all of the recipes are written by
non-Japanese. Those recipes, regardless of appearance, cooking method and seasoning, seem to cater to
Western tastes, not authentic.
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Those recipes are provided by many different authors, so there are more than 10 recipes for Katsu Curry
alone. Almost all recipes have just a picture of the finished product and text explaining the cooking
process. As a result, users may only be able to choose randomly by feel or spend a lot of time sifting
through the desired recipe.
In addition, on the website of Japan Centre, the most famous Japanese grocery brand in the UK, has many
authentic Japanese food recipes. Since they want to encourage customers to buy more, the recipes are
designed so that customers need to buy a variety of different ingredients and seasonings to cook. For
example, Katsu curry requires five products, and Oyakodon chicken and egg rice bowl requires another
four.
As a novice, they do not necessarily want to buy a lot of ingredients and seasonings for one or two dishes
and do not know how to use them in other dishes. Plus, in the UK, imported authentic Japanese seasonings
are not cheap.
As seen from the above, the current online information and materials are not very friendly to beginners
unfamiliar with Japanese cooking. They may have difficulty getting started or have sustained exposure to
Japanese cuisine.

The value proposition
We should not fail to pay attention to beginners of Japanese cooking. According to my observation and
experience, the British people’s awareness and understanding of Japanese food are still lower than in Asia
and the United States. Although Japanese cuisine has become popular in the UK , cooking Japanese food at
home is still very much in its infancy. I consider it important to pay attention to this segment.
Beginners need an easy starting point. An accessible guideline is what I would like to make for them.
Enticing people to try it with a seemingly effortless starting point. When a simple attempt is made
with concrete rewards, a sense of success can strengthen their interest to continue experimenting and
developing. And I know that cooking Japanese food at home can be pretty simple as long as someone
shares the knowledge of getting started.
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The Unique Selling Proposition (USP)
Make every step easier. Firstly, there is a Starter Kit for beginners. I will explain basic Japanese seasonings,
how to cook rice on a hob with a saucepan if there is no rice cooker, etc. Secondly, about buying
ingredients, most of the ingredients used in the recipes I provide can be found in British supermarkets,
and lastly, about learning how to cook. Each recipe has visual content, such as a video, to make the cooking
process more concrete. My goal is to reduce the resistance they take every step, entice them to try, and
evoke a desire to continue.
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Business and Cultural Context
Business environment
In recent years, Japanese cuisine has become popular in the UK. We can prove it from the following
two Japanese restaurant brands: itsu chain shop and Kanada-ya Ramen bar.
itsu is a British chain Japanese-inspired fast food shop and restaurant founded in 1997. At the
time of December 2021, they have 77 shops in England (64 shops in London and 13 shops outside
London). The number of stores may not seem like a lot, but in an environment where Covid-19 has
severely impacted the Food and Beverage industry, in February 2020, they said they planned to open
a hundred new stores over the next five years. It can be seen that the demand for Japanese fast
food is expanding rapidly in England.
Kanada-ya ramen bar is a ramen brand from Japan that started running a business in London in
2014. They currently have seven branches in London. An interesting find are that they are a small
ramen shop with only one shop in Japan. The same signature dish in the UK is nearly three times the
price in Japan. This case suggests that things from Japan can get expensive coming to the UK, but a
big market is still willing to accept that price.
In addition, Japanese food is common in British supermarkets. Sushi counters are easy to find in
supermarkets with a large shopfronts. But I have never seen any Chinese food or Thai food counter
there. We can also find Japanese ingredients, Ready Meal and Meal Kit, on the store shelves, made
by brands that primarily sell Japanese food, such as itsu, Wagamama, YUTAKA and Clearspring. It
can be seen that eating and cooking Japanese food at home is a new fast-growing segment.
What populations are these increased demands coming from? Has the number of Japanese in
the UK increased substantially? According to published data from the Ministry of Foreign Affairs,
Bureau of Consular Affairs Statistics, the number of Japanese nationals residing in the UK decreases
slightly yearly. This data can prove that the popularity of Japanese cuisine is not due to an increase
in the Japanese population. This data can also help me identify my target audience as Westerners.

Number of Japanese nationals residing in the UK
Year

2014

2016

2020

Number of Japanese

67258

64969

63030

Table 1: Data from Ministry of Foreign Affairs, Bureau of Consular Affairs Statistics about the number of Japanese nationals residing in the UK
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All things considered, this is a market that can continue to grow. It is still emerging, with fewer
competitors and a profitable segment in the UK. And what I do is not compete for business with
those restaurants and food brands but to help promote Japanese food. Make more and more British
people like Japanese food. And my website might be able to help build a community of people who
love Japanese food. It may be possible to cooperate with those brands in the future. Therefore, I
would like to appeal to beginners interested in Japanese food but do not know how to get started.

Cultural context
We can learn from the development of Japanese restaurants in London to understand the
perception of Japanese cuisine in the UK. The oldest Japanese restaurants in the UK today, mostly
opened in London in the 1970s, such as Ikeda restaurant and Eat Tokyo. They were opened by
Japanese immigrants who came to the UK. They have no shop in Japan but employ a Japanese head
chef and serve authentic Japanese cuisine.
However, currently, the largest Japanese restaurant chains in the UK are founded by non-Japanese,
for instance, Wagamama, itsu and Wasabi (founded in 1992, 1997 and 2003, respectively). They
are providing Japanese-inspired food but not authentic Japanese food. Therefore, Japanese people
hardly patronise, and the main customers are mostly Westerners.
It was not until 2014 that Japanese restaurant brands entered the UK: IPPUDO Ramen and Kanadaya Ramen Bar. Another well-known Japanese brand, Marugame Udon, also entered the UK last year.
While some small Japanese restaurants are all over the UK, most owners are not Japanese. And they
are either ramen restaurants or sushi restaurants. Whether authentic or not, Japanese food could
be sold for a good price with the name of Japan.
Besides sushi and ramen, there are many kinds of Japanese food. In recent years, more and more
Japanese food gradually becoming known, such as Chicken Teriyaki, Katsu Curry, Mochi and Matcha.
I hope to make use of the power of the Internet to make Japanese cuisine more known in the UK
and even worldwide. People do not have to travel to London, or city centres, to be able to cook and
eat Japanese food at home.
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SWOT analysis
Through SWOT analysis, I analysed my personal strengths and weaknesses of this project, as well as
the opportunities and threats of this subject.

Strengths
My passion and experience with Japanese food and cooking are what drove me to do this project,
and it can be a strength. It also gave me the motivation to continue with the project. Because I am
not Japanese, I understand the difficulty of learning Japanese cooking as a foreigner. I know how to
be an easier way to learn.
Working as kitchen staff at three Japanese restaurants in London has taught me about the clientele
and their desires for Japanese food. At the same time, I also learned about the level of Japanese
restaurants here and the authenticity of the food provided. These experiences may help me
increase my credibility on this topic.
My Japanese language level is enough for me to search for and understand information written in
Japanese. It enables me to refer to relevant knowledge of Japan and keep the information I provide
authentically.

Weaknesses
My weakness is that I have limited capital and time to develop recipes and video production. It is
enough for basic production, but if I want to have more elaborate productions, I may need to buy
some tableware and tools, etc. As well as it takes more time, which may conflict with my studying
time in web design.
Personally do not intend to be a Web Developer. The lack of backend technology may limit my
website’s development and interactivity with users.

Opportunities
As detailed above, Japanese food is a growing segment in the UK. Moreover, when a Japanese brand
wants to enter Europe, London is usually the first stop as a starting point. Looking forward to seeing
more Japanese brands from different industries come to the UK.
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Threats
More competitors may emerge. My concern is that there may be other people or companies with
the same idea who have more resources than I do. In the past two years, more than 120,000 Hong
Kong people have immigrated to the UK, and many Hong Kong people also speak Japanese and like
Japanese food. Some of us have opened Japanese restaurants or online stores selling imported
Japanese snacks and Japanese bread. Hence, it would be better to enter the market as soon as
possible.
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Research
Cognate websites
Site 1 : JapanCentre.com/en/recipe
Japan Centre is the largest Japanese grocery store
in the UK. In order to boost sales, a lot of authentic
Japanese recipes are provided in their online shop.
Their entire online store has recently been renovated,
including the recipe page. The overall feel has become
more refined and upscale.
Their strengths:
Japan Centre’s years of operation have built up local
people’s trust in them. They are able to attract visitors
and traffic naturally.
They have ample resources, such as professional
designers and Japanese staff. It is also possible to use
Japanese goods imported by them (i.e., at wholesale
prices) for recipe development and production.
Their weaknesses:
All aspects are not closely interconnected. Even though
beautiful recipes are made, they are not fully utilised:
1.

There is no design in their physical store that can attract traffic to the online store.

2.

The classification of the recipe page in the navigation is not apparent.

3.

Product pages do not link to related recipes.

Not beginner friendly. Recipes have only text instructions, which may be complicated or unclear for
beginners unfamiliar with Japanese cooking. Since a recipe page is intended to encourage customers
to buy more, they always recommend that users purchase multiple single-purpose seasonings. Not all
beginners are able or willing to buy a lot of unfamiliar seasonings.
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Site 2 : JustOneCookbook.com
Just One Cookbook is one of the successful websites in
this field. Their website was created in 2011 and is based in
California. A complete range of Japanese recipes is already
available. The web design and visual design are beautiful. In
addition to publishing Google Ads, they have built a brand
and evolved into a business model. They have an Amazon
store selling related products, and their website offers an
ad-free membership subscription version.
Their strengths:
The website content is very rich in content. In addition to
having individual dish recipes, they combine similar dishes
into an attractive theme. Every single page is also rich in
content and contains many related keywords. Most of these
keywords have links to related pages.

Users can change the content of webpages according to the personalisation selection. For example,
One-click conversion of American measurement to metric measurement and vice versa. The number
of ingredients can be doubled or tripled. Images showing the cooking process can be optionally displayed
or hidden. These functions cater to a wide range of users with different needs.
SEO of their website is done very well. I googled several Japanese dish names, and most of the time, their
name came up at the top. I believe this is because they have good planning for keywords. Also, there are
many inbound links from other websites. They have been featured in some big media, and I have seen this
site mentioned several times on other websites.
Their weaknesses:
Their recipe page has a lot of content and is more like a blog. Not only the introduction of the dishes but
also extended to different parts to explain one by one. For example, on Karaage (Deep-fried Chicken) page,
they explained each ingredient one by one, how to choose and even the comparison with similar foods, and
what occasions are suitable for eating. And finally, the recipe. Coupled with multiple Google ads in the text,
users have to constantly scroll the screen if they are viewing it on a mobile device.
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Their images are very nice and eye-catching, but
about 40-50 photos are on the same page. They
also display similar pictures of finished products
several times. In addition to requiring a lot of data
traffic to read, constantly seeing pictures with
bright colours stings the eyes.

Example of how a recipe page looks on Just One Cookbook

Site 3 : SudachiRecipes.com
Sudachi Recipes is a recipe site run by a Japanese
individual, plus some helpers. The site owner has
been based in the UK before, and recently he
returned to Japan and did a significant redesign of
the site.
During my presentation at Crit#4 Delight in April,
I mentioned a few issues with his website. All of
which have been improved. For example, the web
design is simple and overuses brand colours in
multiple places. Poor navigation took me a minute
to find Chicken Teriyaki, a popular dish. Likewise,
the recipe page has a lot of explanation and
storytelling, like Just One Cookbook.
Their strengths:
Significant improvements have been made to both
UI and UX. Their new web and content design are
similar to the Just One Cookbook but with a better
UX. Although there is a lot of description text on
the recipe page, there is a “Jump to Recipe” anchor link and a clickable in-page index at the
beginning of the page, allowing users to jump directly to the recipe section or other different
subdivisions. The image to white space ratio is better controlled than in Just One Cookbook. It is not
too dazzling.
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Their weaknesses:
As a privately run recipe site, I think Sudachi Recipes has done a pretty good job. There are only a few
minor issues, such as the horizontal scrolling menu not being suitable for small viewports on mobile
devices, a few centre-aligned and upper-case paragraphs, and too many leads to annoying Google
advertisements.

Non-cognate website
RecipesMadeEasy.co.uk
Recipes Made Easy is a recipe site for easy British
dishes. Since I am unfamiliar with British cuisine,
I can look at this recipe site from a beginner’s
perspective, as my target audience uses my site.
Furthermore, the primary audience for this site is
British, which also helps me to understand the local
norms.
The strengths:
Although Recipes Made Easy also writes her recipes
in a blog format, it is visually more concise than the
cognate website I studied before. The author did not
deliberately make the content lengthy to expand
the layout.
The weaknesses:
The order in which the contents of the recipe page
are read is a bit odd. Taking Spicy Chicken Curry as
an example, the writing outline of the article: long
description → cooking tips → a clickable list of other
curry recipes → cooking steps with pictures →
recipe (ingredients list & text Instructions) → video → nutrition. I cannot understand why I have not even
reached the recipe section, but the author wants to lure me to other similar dishes through the clickable
list of other curry recipes.
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What I have learned from research
While doing my research, I wondered why these recipe sites are so similar in structure, function, and
layout. Are they all copying other successful cognate sites? Is it practical that everyone is using this
approach? Therefore, I excluded Japan Centre, a corporate website, and investigated the operations
of other recipe websites.
First, they all use WordPress as the Content Management System and some similar Plugins, and
an ad management service to help place Google ads. In addition, each of their Social Media is
constantly updated. Lastly, they all reveal the face of the site creator.
Revenue is mainly from Google ads and YouTube ads. Just One Cookbook has an ad-free subscription
service for USD 25 a year. According to data from siteworthtraffic.com, the website advertising
revenue is as follows.

Just One Cookbook

Sudachi Recipes

Recipes Made Easy

$11,821 USD

$545 USD

$279 USD

Unique Visitors

6,267,780

192,720

278,130

Unique Pageviews

11,820,890

544,945

278,495

1.89

2.82

1.00

Revenue (From Ads)

Pageviews/User

Table 2: Data from siteworthtraffic.com about the revenue of Just One Cookbook, Sudachi Recipes and Recipes Made Easy

Just One Cookbook has the most extensive fan base, so it is no surprise they have the most
advertising revenue. Surprisingly, Pageviews/User is only 1.89, which is even lower than that of
Sudachi Recipes. It can be deduced that Just One Cookbook has done an excellent job in branding,
SEO, and Social Media so that they can keep attracting new visitors, but the web design failed to
retain visitors. In addition, Recipes Made Easy even has a bounce rate of nearly 100%, and almost
every visitor leaves on the landing page. Although Sudachi Recipes has the fewest visitors, it seems
more popular with users.
From the above survey, I found that a recipe site’s website and social media must be continuously
updated to maintain exposure and improve SEO. In addition, while attracting traffic is essential, it
is even more important to provide a good user experience. Especially recipe websites have a lot of
recipes and information. It has to allow users to find what they want quickly and easily.
Maximising revenue is not what I build my site for, so I do not have to add extra content to increase
ad space. Provide only the necessary information to give my users a good user experience. The job
of building a personalised brand is better done on social media. Hence, I will not blog on my site.
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Commodity
After doing user research, I slightly tweaked my site’s direction and target audience. My website will
provide simple, quick, delicious Japanese home-cooking recipes for busy young couples and families.
Therefore, my target audience will be 25 - 40 years old, living in England, and interested in Japanese
food, especially family member who usually cooks at home.
I interviewed three people living in England and then made a user persona for each interviewee.
One interviewee, Karen, helped me get a more precise direction for the site design, so I chose her
as my primary target group and made a user journey for her. Other interviewees, Ann and Emiliano,
also helped me figure out how to expand my recipe ideas in the future.
Another key point to focus on young couples and families is that all the interviewees enjoy eating
Japanese food with their partners. Ann as a mother, has to make food for her son. It can be seen
that couples and parents should have more motivation to cook than singles.

User Persona
Karen (33 year-old, Clerk, Married, lives in Nottingham)
Karen is living in Nottingham with
her husband. Even though both
are busy at work on weekdays,
they have breakfast and dinner
at home. Karen is the one who
usually cooks and prefers to have
dinner ready in 45 minutes.
Karen is very interested in
Japanese food but is not very
familiar with cooking it. Although
she already had five basic
seasonings at home, she only had four dishes she knew how to cook. Karen wants to learn to cook
more dishes because those Japanese seasonings are expensive, and she does not want to waste
them. She needs quick and easy recipes with a busy day at work.
Her husband is one of her motivations for cooking Japanese food because he also likes it. Karen
enjoys eating it with him and is satisfied whenever he finishes all the food she makes.
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User Journey
Using User Journey has given me a clearer picture of what Karen thinks and does at every stage and
helped identify every touchpoint. The user Journey for Karen can be broken down into five stages,
awareness, consideration, decision, retention, and advocacy.

Awareness:
Karen does not take the initiative to search, in most cases, watches recommended videos on
YouTube.

→ Eye-catching thumbnails and titles are very important.
→ I need to get social media to recommend my video or post.
→ Word-of-mouth: Good content makes people want to share with friends and family.
Consideration:
When Karen is drawn to my video or webpage and considers making it, she might think about things
like, is it simple and easy to cook? Are the ingredients readily available? Whether she can use the
recommended seasoning later.

→ Provide well-designed content that meets her needs and addresses her pain.
(The content design will be explained in detail later.)

Decision:
When Karen decided to try my recipe, she needed to buy the ingredients.

→ Provide suggestions on buying unique ingredients to ensure she can purchase them.
Retention:
After trying my recipe, Karen may be interested in trying another one if my recipe could meet her
goals and expectations. She may need the motivation to try again and notice my site again.

→ Keep recommended by YouTube
→ Keep updating my website and social media
→ Let her know she can cook some more dishes with the same seasoning.
Advocacy:
If Karen is pleased with my recipes, she may share them with her friends and family.

→ The recipe page has a sharing function.
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Content Strategies
After knowing Karen’s needs, the content design and strategies became clear and distinctive.
During our interview, Karen said she would try a recipe if it looked simple and most of the required
ingredients were easy to buy. Therefore, my recipes will be designed to be simple, and I will indicate
the preparation and cooking time. Except for Japanese seasonings that may need to be purchased in
the oriental supermarket, she can buy other required ingredients in general supermarkets.
Another thought from Karen is that Japanese seasonings are expensive, so she does not want to buy
too many seasonings and those that she can only use once. To solve this problem, I will provide at
least three to five recipes for each introduced Japanese seasoning. And recipes will be classified by
seasoning.
Since Karen and her husband only have time to do shopping on Saturday, they need to plan next
week’s menu. Also, She would be willing to spend more time in the kitchen on holiday. Based on
this behaviour, I decided that about 10-20% of my recipes would be relatively time-consuming but
luxurious dishes and classify them as Holiday Choices. I may use life-related words such as Weekday,
Weekend, and Holiday as keywords to generate resonance with the audience.
Based on the above strategies, I have designed recipe combinations and how they are presented.
First of all, I will provide a starter kit. Tell users which basic seasonings are needed first, and briefly
explain what they are for. I will provide ten typical Japanese home cooking recipes that only require
using three basic seasonings: soy sauce, mirin and cooking wine. My recipes will be concise and
accompanied by a short video demonstrating the cooking process. Even the learning process is quick
and easy. This way should be a low and valuable starting point for beginners in Japanese cooking.
A total of 18 recipes will be available when the site goes live. My site would be similar to a Bootcamp
with a learning flow. After the starter kit, I will introduce two more seasonings one by one. They are
dashi and miso, and each has at least four recipes. My approach is to let users know a clear learning
process rather than messy teaching materials. This way may help to encourage them to try and keep
using my site.
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Information Architecture (IA)
As for the information architecture, I would like to keep it simple. In view of my target audience
having a busy life, they need to find what they want very quickly. Therefore, the home page will help
lead them to the desired page. For example, a new visitor may choose the page of Starter Kit. As for
existing users, they can directly click on the recipe pages, and able to find corresponding recipes in
seasoning, ingredient, course and theme based on their needs. The starter kit is also able to direct
users to relevant recipes. In the end, there will be a page to talk about the site and me.

HOME

Starter Kit

Ingredients

Recipe Index

Courses

About

Seasonings

Recipe page
Figure 1: an information architecture map for the website
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Firmness
Hosting
I chose to stay with Clook and upgrade to the Starter plan. Although Clook offers less SSD storage
than other hosting companies for about the same price, I do not actually need much. Since my
target audience lives in England, the company and server in the UK are my primary consideration.
In addition, the experience of using Clook in the past few months has been good, so I decided to
continue using Clook.

Mobile-first approach
When writing CSS, I take a mobile-first approach. In my view, my users tend to use mobile devices,
especially when they decide to use my recipes. For example, they may need to use their phone to
look up the ingredients list while shopping. They may need to check the instructions while cooking
in the kitchen, presumably using a mobile device.

What do I need for my website?
Easy to edit and create new content(recipes): Recipes may need to be reviewed and updated
after a while. I plan to add at least 1-2 new recipes every month. A Content Management System is
required to manage content.

Popular recipes and latest update section: There will be two sections on the homepage to list
some recipes based on popularity and recently added.

Other recommended recipes section: In order to facilitate users to visit other recipes that may
be of interest, there are other similar recipe suggestions listed at the bottom of the recipe page. It
is also a way to encourage more clicks and views.

Share button: Each recipe page has share buttons to encourage and facilitate users to share with
friends and family.

Search function: The Search function allows users with specific search targets to find what they
want immediately.
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Email form for sending inquiries: Email forms are more convenient for users to send messages than
listing email addresses.

Comment section: The Comment section may increase interactivity with users. But I believe that in the
early days of the operation, there will be very few people who want to leave a message. I do not set it up in
order to maintain a simple layout, but I may add it later.

Membership: Users may want to save the recipe they wanted or leave their memo in the recipe. However,
for the same reason as the comment section, it is not necessary for the time being.

Dynamic website
When I first came into contact with PHP in the class, I was amazed by the dynamic website. Before
that, I thought the recipe pages would be created page by page. Since I have successfully rebuilt my
coursework page using PHP and MySQL, I had the confidence to use them to build this website, at
the time of Crit#3 Firmness’s presentation in March. After that, I immediately bought Jon Duckett’s
new book and started learning PHP and MySQL.
However, after attending Prisca’s WordPress Theme Design class, I have a preliminary
understanding of writing themes in WordPress. I realised that writing my own theme is not easy and
can also satisfy my ambition to learn new skills. Moreover, I want to be a freelance web designer
rather than a developer, so WordPress is a must-learn technology.
I bought a recently published ebook on creating WordPress themes, and after reading it, I feel that
WordPress is structured just right for my website needs. Even if I swap to WordPress, there is no
waste in learning the basics of PHP before, such as if else condition statement, while loop, array,
etc., all help me quickly understand how to create a WordPress theme.
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Suitability of WordPress for my website development
Elements of WordPress

Elements of my website

Post (single.php)

Recipes

Categories & Archive

Categories of recipes & recipe index page

Tag

loose recipe categories

Search

A search function can be added by WP built-in functionality

Plugins

Email form & share buttons

Shortcodes

Most popular recipes / Latest recipes / selected recipes from the same category

Comment

The comment section can be added by WP built-in functionality

Table 3: Preliminary research on the suitability between WordPress structure and website

What I need to learn
Front-end: My website only needs a few popular element controls, such as showing and hiding an
element by clicking and a toggle hamburger menu. Although it can be written in JavaScript, it is
easier to maintain and read using the jQuery library.

Content Management System: After I learned the syntax and basic concepts of PHP (about
one-third of Jon Duckett’s book), I read two more books about writing WordPress themes to get a
general idea of how to construct a WordPress theme. These books are published within six months
to ensure the information is updated. The more complex things are converting the prototype to the
theme and applying shortcodes and plugins to achieve the desired functions.

Version Control: Creating a WordPress theme for the first time requires a lot of attempts. Git can
help me return to the previously saved version if things do not go well.

Video editing: No experience with the video editing in the past, but a skill I have always wanted
to try. Because our university provides an Adobe Creative Cloud subscription, I will learn to use
Premiere Pro. I will also learn After Effects to enrich my videos if I have time.
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Delight
Site Name
At the stage of considering branding and visual design, I finally decided on the name for my website,
which is wacipes. Wacipes is a self-created word that merges WA and recipes. WA, in Japanese,
represents the nation of Japan. For example, Japanese food can be called “wa shoku”, and Japanese
beef is called “wa gyu”. The most important thing when thinking about the name is that it is easy to
remember and keep it short. At the same time, the word contains a Japanese element and is topicrelated.

Research cognate websites again
Colours
Many cognate websites and small Japanese brands like to use red as their logo colour. Because the
Japanese flag is red and white, they use red to symbolise Japan. However, I will not use this regular
red as it would make the brand less personal.
In addition, the most colourful part is the photos of the food. Because to make food look delicious,
the colours of the food have to be bright and sharp. Therefore, the rest of the site does not have
very prominent colours. The colour schemes of most cognate websites have white backgrounds, offblack font colours, a few brand colours, and a small amount of light grey to separate some sections.
Otherwise, the page would look dazzling. I very much agree with this approach.

Vertical Images
The finished food photos on these cognate recipe websites are vertical images. Indeed, vertical
pictures of food with background decorations are stunning. And it can fit the viewport of the
mobile phone, and the magnified food can be seen clearly.
However, if we look at these vertical images in the desktop viewport, the height of the images
exceeds the screen. Also, too many vertical images cause users to scroll more often, whether on
a mobile device or a desktop. Especially the recipe page of Recipes Made Easy, where almost all
images are vertical. This approach may be one of the reasons why it fails to retain visitors. So I will
not use vertical images that take up the whole viewport, as this would slow down the reading.
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Design for wacipes
After studying those sites and reviewing my target audience, I got the direction for my site. Since
my users are busy in their daily life, they require simple stuff and need to find what they want
quickly. And they are very new to Japanese cooking. Hence, my approach is to keep things simple
and easy to navigate and consider newcomers first.

Personality and Tone
Friendly, relaxed and thrifty are the personalities I want to create for the brand. Share my recipes
like I am a friend of users. People who come to my place would feel comfortable and relaxed. I do
not ask my friends to buy many seasonings and extravagant ingredients, as I am also thinking about
the expense of the food. Therefore, my tone is as a non-Japanese with experience learning how to
cook Japanese food. I have had the issues that users might face now, so I can share my experience
to help my friends get into it quickly.

Colour scheme
As with cognate websites, I will use light and soft colours as the primary colours to keep things
simple and look like Japanese minimalism. Also, I will add some warm pastel colours to enhance the
personality. Since it is a recipe website about food, I use warm colours instead of cool colours. Deep
pastel colours are used for the brand name and to increase contrast to the white background.

Light and soft colours

#F8F1EC

#EADDD6

Warm colours

#F5B5A7

Off-black and Off-white

#E8D7D4

#272626

Dark pastel colour | Logo

#C14033

#BA7A81

#72645F

Figure 2: The initial idea of the colour scheme for the website, and applied to the final site.
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Logo
Since the website name is a self-created word, I want people to focus on remembering the name.
I also preferred the logo to look simple and unpretentious, so I used a plain text design. Two
colours are used to have a clear distinction between wa and cipes. I chose Giulia Plain as the font
with a lovely and clear handwriting style. And the whole lowercase writing to make people feel
approachable. However, in the absence of colour distinction, I would capitalise the W and C in
uppercase to emphasise that the site name is a combination of Wa and Cipes.

Figure 3: The initial idea of the logo for the website, and applied to the final site.

Typography
Only two fonts are used for the entire website text, namely Manrope and Gaegu. I use Manrope, a
modern sans serif font family, as the body text font. At the same time, I will increase the spacing
between letters to make it easier to read and look more refined.
In addition, I would like to use a handwritten style font for some of the headings to add a gracious
personality. But the font must be legible. Otherwise, it will slow down reading. Gaegu is what I
need because it has nice rounded edges and looks feminine. This is a Korean font, but similar to a
Japanese handwriting style that looks cute, childish and legible.

Figure 4: The fonts chosen for the website

Japanese language
In addition to introducing the seasonings in the starter kit in Japanese, I will add Japanese names
to the dish names. Even if users do not necessarily know the meaning, it can increase the feeling of
being related to Japan.
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Food photos
My approach is different from cognate websites. The background of the food photos will be kept
simple, with a light solid colour as the background.
There are three reasons:
1.

Let users to focus on the food itself, it might be a distraction if the background is too
fancy or colourful.

2. Light-coloured backgrounds such as light wood and off-white have an atmosphere of
Japanese minimalism.
3.

Less capital and time investment. I do not have the capital to buy many props. And taking
pictures will be easier and simpler.

The colours of the food will be bright and vivid because it will make the food appear more delicious.
I use Adobe Lightroom to make colour adjustments and keep the colour balance of the photos
consistent.

Mockup
Based on the above ideas and using some found images, I made a simple mockup for the home page
and recipe page separately to see how it feels combined. Because the structure of this mockup is
quite different from the final website, I will not describe it in detail. But the combination of fonts,
colours and logo is what I wanted, so I used them in the final work.
As for this mockup, I made it using HTML and CSS. Because I wanted to show it in the presentation
in time, I didn’t have enough time to learn how to use applications such as Figma, so I chose HTML
and CSS, which made me feel more comfortable making it.
Mockup’s link
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Prototype
My prototype was also written in HTML and CSS, with a bit of jQuery used to add functionality. In
addition to the homepage and recipe page that are in the mockup, a recipe index page and a starter
kit page are added. It allows me to see the different pages’ interactivity and get useful feedback in
the presentation.
I am pleased to get a lot of affirmation and feedback on the presentation so that I can enter the
theme development very early. After hearing useful feedback and taking it into consideration, some
design changes have been made.
Prototype’s link

Homepage
The main function of the home page is navigation. Most visitors should be brought in by a recipe
page. Even if they click on the homepage, they should be looking for other recipes. Therefore, the
homepage mainly includes the navigation menu, the most popular recipes section and the latest
recipes section, which are some common categories. Likewise, keep it simple, and too much will be
messy.

Navigation bar
The original design is to have a three-level navigation bar at the beginning of each page, which is
mainly used to categorise recipes. This idea has been abandoned because new users are unfamiliar
with the site’s content and recipe categories. The three-level navigation bar would take time to
understand. Therefore, I changed to a hamburger menu and an in-page menu that allows users to
understand the recipe categories at a glance. The in-page navigation menu is also a fallback in case
the visitor doesn’t click on the hamburger menu.

Search bar
The Search bar is where visitors can search for a specific content they want. I put it prominently at
the beginning of every page. In the end, I made it smaller, and users need to click to pop up to use it
in order to reduce the layout. In fact, website analytics data indicates that very few visitors used the
search function.
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Slider
At first, I thought a slider could use a limited space to increase the chance of exposure to different
recipes. I was also satisfied that I can successfully used the bxSlider library to make the slider. Later
I decided to remove the slider because it was not necessary and would increase the site’s loading.
Due to the viewport on the mobile device (which I expect most users will be using), only one recipe
thumbnail or banner can appear at a time. Even if the content that the user is interested in appears,
if the slider moves to the next slide at this time, the user needs to wait for it to appear again or
actively jump back to the previous slide. This is annoying and goes against my design philosophy.

Sidebar
Since the sidebar is located where users can easily ignore it, I originally planned to put some theme
banners or Google ads, which visitors will only watch if they are interested. I ended up placing the
in-page navigation menu instead. Rather than arranging themed banners or sections according to
my ideas, it is better to make it easier for visitors to find the content they want.

Recipe page

Quick link

What is considered on the recipe page is how various contents are presented and the order in which
they appear. The first is a dish’s name and a picture of the finished product to point out this page’s
topic clearly. This is followed by a brief description, required prep and cooking times, required
ingredients and seasonings, which should be enough for visitors to decide whether they will try
cooking it. Putting it in the front also allows them to review the ingredients list when shopping and
before cooking. After that, a video of the cooking demonstration and text instructions with photos.
Finally, there are share buttons and other recommended recipes.
The above display order is considered based on the user journey. The later in the journey, the later
the relevant content appears on the page because not every visitor will actually use the recipe.
The final design is roughly the same, with the main changes being the visual changes to make the
content more readable. In particular, the pictures of the cooking process are abandoned because
this part takes up a lot of space. Also, pictures do not clearly explain the cooking process.
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Starter Kit

Quick link

The Starter kit is designed for users who are completely new to Japanese cooking. They only need
three Japanese seasonings to cook the ten dishes presented here. There are also basic explanations
of seasonings, buying tips, how to cook rice, and more.
These explanatory parts are hidden because I want visitors to be able to easily see all the
subheadings as soon as they come in. They can get a general idea about the Starter Kit. Also, they
can see specific content with one click when they need it. For example, they might come back to see
how to cook the rice and do not need to keep scrolling through that section.
However, I did not hide those ten recipes, in case they did not know the content needed to be
clicked to open, and they would not miss the existence of recipes. Finally, after completing the
starter kit, users can move to the next level: learning about Dashi and Miso.

Recipe index page

Quick link

If the user clicks “Recipes” in the navigation bar, they will be taken to an index page of recipes. The
original intention is to have a page that lists all the categories of navigation menu items. Ultimately,
I turned it into an in-page menu and integrated it into every page, so users could see it without
jumping to another page.

Layout
The prototype is already responsive, and the layout of the desktop’s viewport uses the entire
screen. It looks normal on my laptop screen, but the layout starts to look weird when I looked at
the 1920×1080 screen in the classroom. The biggest problem is that it is less readable because
the sentences of the paragraphs become longer. The reader’s eyes and even the neck may need to
constantly turn left and right, which is annoying. Therefore, I changed the final website layout to
place the content in the middle, and the widest width of the content was 1200px.
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Implementation and Promotion
Schedule of works
Whether making a WordPress theme, or video filming and editing, it is a new big challenge for me.
So my approach is to start as early as possible, and I do not like to rush work before the deadline.
However, all work was originally scheduled to be completed within two months, it finally took three
months to launch my website.
I read books about WordPress theme development in May and started designing recipes. I decided
on the site structure and started creating templates page by page in June, filming on sunny days
and editing immediately on those nights. After all the filming was done in the middle of July, it was
time to upload the content to WordPress and tweak and optimise everything.

Content Creation
While I have not tried shooting and editing videos, I was more worried about making a WordPress
theme. Therefore, I started by making my WordPress theme with placeholders first. Once the
theme was roughly formed, I could start shooting with confidence. Filming also did not go well at
the beginning, and the first five videos could not be used. In the process, I needed to explore the
use of tools, lighting, the shooting angle, whether the focus was correct, issues of white balance
constantly jumping, the format and picture quality of the video, etc.
At the same time, I also had to learn to edit, confirm whether the shooting material could be used,
mix the background music, colour grading, add subtitles, edit the video into different lengths and
sizes according to different social media, etc.
Although I already have a basic understanding of photography and photo editing, applying it to
videos is another matter. Whenever I had a problem, I needed to seek the answer online. Even
though the process was difficult, I was very satisfied with learning new skills.
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WordPress Theme Development
After taking Prisca’s class on WordPress theme design, I started searching for textbooks. The
relevant books, whether in English or traditional Chinese, were published several years ago. As a
result, I found a book on Amazon Japan that was released in January this year and immediately
bought the e-book version.
This book covers a wide range, including the background and operation of WordPress, how to use
the Gutenberg block editor, teaching from scratch about creating each template, etc. The author’s
instructions are detailed, such as the keys and parameters required by a function, which are all
mentioned one by one.
After reading it, I feel that the teaching has met 70% needs of my website. I bought another book
that was released in November 2021. It just so happened that this book covered the rest of what I
needed, which was to make websites more functional with shortcodes and plugins.
Writing shortcodes and applying plugins was the most challenging part for me. I need to understand
shortcodes and then study how to apply them to my website. The selection of plugins, exploring
their functions, and changing settings to match my website was also the most laborious.
Therefore, my theme development journey is to follow those books and revise them according to
my needs. I know it would be easier to start with a Vanilla theme, but starting from scratch made it
easier for me to understand how to create a theme. In the future, I will have the ability to create my
own Vanilla theme.

Final site structure
WordPress
templates

My webpage

Web elements and their purpose

single.php

Recipe page

Breadcrumb: To help visitors understand the site’s structure, they can also click
to find other recipes under the same category. Helps with SEO too.

Example link

Tags, anchor links of the previous post and the next post, and Other recommended recipes section: These are internal links presented in different ways
to increase the chances of visitors visiting other pages. Other recommended
recipes are achieved by setting a subquery to display recipes under the same
category.
Share buttons: To facilitate and encourage users to share recipes with friends
and family. This function is achieved using plugins called AddToAny Share
Buttons.
Reusable block: Since all recipes have the same design style for cooking time,
ingredient list, cooking steps, etc., they are registered as reusable blocks so
that I can reuse them easily.
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WordPress
templates

My webpage

Web elements and design rationales

page.php

Homepage

In order to enable the homepage to be modified in WordPress, the homepage
is also rendered using the page.php template. However, the layout design of the
homepage is different from other pages.

Starter kit
About
Contact
Privacy Policy

archive.php

search.php

404.php

Archive page
for category
and tag

Therefore, a condition statement is added to the template to distinguish
between the homepage and the non-homepage so that the wrappers of
different pages have different class names to control the layout.
This page will display the thumbnails of the categorised recipes and their dish
names.

Example link

There is a description on the archive page for specific category items,
such as the Dashi archive page. The description is displayed using
the_archive_description().

Search result
page

For the search result page that matches the search keyword, the sentence “The
search result of 〇〇 (search keyword)” will be displayed.

Example link

If there is no relevant search keyword, “There is no result for 〇〇.” and a search
bar will appear, which is convenient for users to search for other keywords.

404 Error page

The Error page has an anchor link to the homepage, and a search bar, where
users can go back to the home page or search for keywords.

Example link
header.php

Header

Different headers will be displayed in different viewports. There is a hamburger
menu on the mobile device. On the broader viewport, there are logos linked to
social media. Both have a popup search bar.

footer.php

Footer

Footer consists of three widgets, including links to website-related information,
tags and a search bar.

sidebar.php

Sidebar for all
page except
homepage

In-page navigation menu for all pages except homepage.

functions.php

Used for the below purposes:
Register nav menus
Import CSS, JS files
Add widgets
Block setup
Shortcodes for popular & latest recipes sections and recipes list on Starter kit
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Plugins
The following plugins are used to make up for my lack of technical aspects.

Yoast SEO
Mainly used to add individual meta descriptions to each page.

Internal Link Juicer
To add internal links to the keywords in the content.

All-in-One WP Migration
Originally used to move files in the sub-directory to the root, and later used to back up the website.

AddToAny Share Buttons
To add share buttons in recipe pages.

Breadcrumb NavXT
Add breadcrumbs to recipe pages.

CookieYes | GDPR Cookie Consent
To add GDPR Cookie Consent to the website.

Snow Monkey Forms
Email form on the Contact page.

Shortcodes
I know it is better with the fewest plugins, so some plugins are abandoned if I can make up for it in
other ways, such as our most popular recipes section on the homepage. I found a method online to
count page views and combined it with knowledge from the book to achieve this.
First, I need to set a function in functions.php to record the number of views of each post (recipe)
and call this function in single.php. Then set the shortcodes in functions.php, and then call the
shortcodes on the homepage in the WordPress admin platform.
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Encountered problems
Images quality
I know that recipe sites are bound to have a lot of pictures, especially the finished picture is crucial.
At the same time, I was worried that too many images would slow down the page load speed. I have
tried setting the size of the thumbnail image in functions.php and also tried using a plugin to resize
the images. But the result is that the picture quality of the thumbnail has dropped, and the photos
are obviously blurred. In the end, I gave up on the above methods. I switched to using photoshop to
reduce the size and the quality of images but keep the images sharp at the same time. Now, most of
the image size is below 100KB.

Site Migration
In the early days, I had already set the website to live in order to see the actual appearance of the
website. But since I also uploaded the edited video to YouTube under the name WaCipes, I put the
WordPress files in a sub-directory called en, and the index page is used to announce my website’s
launch date. Therefore I needed to migrate the files from the sub-directory to the root.
Since I had already uploaded the content, I was worried that any mistakes would make my efforts
go to waste. I did have no idea about site migration, but I know I have to back up my site first. Then I
started to try site migration.
At first, I tried reinstalling WordPress at the root and planned to use plugin export and then import
to the root. But the exported file is too large to be imported back with the free plugin. Then I tried
to fix it according to the instructions from WordPress, but they are teaching me how to move the
root file to the subdirectory.
As a result, I almost could not log back into the admin panel. This day was the most frustrating
day for me during the whole project. Although I could log in later, I was afraid of making mistakes
again, so I just redirected the domain to the directory of en.
After about a month, the fear dissipated. I tried again, and the migration was successful. But
another problem has arisen. All the links have changed, and the sitemap of the Google search
console has to be updated. The real problem is that pages take time to be indexed by Google again.
This story told me that in the future, I should solve the link problem as soon as possible and not
modify the link indiscriminately.
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SEO
Some aspects of my website may be challenging to meet SEO standards. For example, most pages
have very little text in order to provide only the necessary information to speed up reading. At the
same time, the session duration will also be reduced. I can only do better in other areas.
First, I used Yoast SEO plugin to add meta descriptions to each page, including recipe and archive
pages. I also wrote the keywords as far as possible in the front position.
In addition to enhancing the navigation within the site, I also use the Internal Link Juicer plugin to
add internal links in the text. For example, on a recipe page for a dish containing rice, “Cook rice.” is
an internal link.
In addition, the most basic such as image optimisation, Responsive Web Design, semantic HTML,
Secure Sockets Layer (SSL), permalink naming, sitemap, etc., have also been done.

Social media strategies
The original plan was to rely on YouTube and Instagram to drive traffic to my website. Before the
website launched, I had uploaded videos to YouTube. These videos are only about 1 minute long
and are intended to be placed on the page, not as long as common YouTube videos. I had planned
to make some longer videos after the launch to attract traffic. The reason for uploading the short
videos earlier is to see if they can gather some popularity first and to obtain some data analysis to
see how the audience reacts.
As a result, because the website launch was a month later than expected, it was exactly the time
when I moved out of London. Coupled with the delay in moving into my new home, I could not use
the kitchen for a month so that I could not shoot any new videos. Fortunately, because of operating
my channel in advance, the uploaded videos have 150-450 views per day. It brought me 340
subscribers over three months. However, less than 1% of viewers clicked on a recipe link within the
description.
On the other hand, Instagram’s response was worse than expected. Instagram is also operating
ahead of the website launch time. I mainly upload photos of finished products, cooking videos,
recipes, etc. here. Even if a post has more than ten likes, it rarely brings followers or traffic to my
website.
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Since the original plan failed, I tried to take a proactive approach. I searched for “Japanese recipes”
on Facebook and joined related groups. Although most groups do not welcome promotions, I can
still post and share recipes in my personal capacity in a few groups as WaCipes is a personal project.
Therefore, I have posted for five days in a row to share recipes. And there was a link to the recipe
page at the bottom of each post. The response was very positive, with 85 likes on the most popular
post, and most importantly, it brought traffic to the site. These posts brought me 177 new visitors
in these five days. Even though I did not post for a week after that, there were 51 new visitors. It
seems that Facebook’s environment makes users more willing to click on external links, allowing me
to have enough traffic data for meaningful analysis.

Figure 5: Example of a post on a Facebook group to drive traffic to my website
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Analysis
Google Analytics
WaCipes was launched on August 8th. Below is a breakdown of the data in Google Analytics as of
today, October 14th.
As mentioned before, most of the traffic comes from my Facebook posts. Sometimes this traffic
from Facebook is recorded as direct, sometimes as a referral. The rest have a small amount of
traffic from organic search, YouTube and Instagram. However, looking at the Bounce rate, Pages/
Session, Avg. Session Duration of visitors from different sources, there are some interesting
findings.
Google Organic search and YouTube only bring in a minimal amount of traffic (even though my
Chicken Teriyaki video has over 11,000 views on YouTube). Still, the traffic they bring in is from
visitors who are very interested in my site because their bounce rates are only 40% and 47%,
respectively, with higher Pages/Session and longer Avg. Session Duration. The Avg. Session Duration
from Google search is even up to 5 minutes.
On the contrary, although Facebook can drive a lot of traffic, the overall performance is poor.
However, on the weekends, traffic from Facebook performs better than on weekdays. Obviously,
these new visitors are more willing to spend more time researching new dishes on the weekends.

Figure 6: Data from Google Analytics on the source of traffic from 8 Aug 2022 to 14 Oct 2022

The above findings made me know that we need to operate in different social media in different
ways and that the timing of the new content release is critical.
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Demographics
Although my target audience is people in the UK, my content also benefits people from other
countries, especially Americans. Americans make up the most significant percentage of both
website visitors and YouTube viewers. But since the US has almost five times the population of the
UK, I think the numbers make sense.
On YouTube, apart from Americans, my audience is mainly from Southeast Asia and India. As
for the website, most of the visitors come from English-speaking countries. Although my target
audience is people in the UK, my subject matter has no regional limitations. It is not something that
can only be done in the UK. In fact, anyone who knows English can benefit. So I was not surprised
by this data. My direction will not change in the future. Even so, my website can still please people
from many countries.

Figure 7 & 8: Data from Google Analytics and YouTube Studio on traffic countries from 8 Aug 2022 to 14 Oct 2022

As for age and gender, there is no relevant information in Google Analytics due to insufficient
data. However, I can refer to YouTube Studio data for this part. The data is the same as my intended
target audience, which is 25-40 years old and mostly female.

Figure 9: Data from YouTube Studio about age and gender of viewers from 8 Aug 2022 to 14 Oct 2022
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Users Flow
I can see the user’s footprint on the site from the Users Flow data. According to the current
observations, the visitors’ landing page is a certain recipe page. Most of the visitors who clicked
on the next page went to another recipe, that is, they clicked on one of the recipes in the other
recommended recipes section at the bottom of the recipe page.
When reaching the third and fourth interactions, users start to click on the categories they are
interested in from the menu. After that, most still find what they want on the menu. The maximum
number of interactions for the same user can reach 12, which is very gratifying to me. It can be
seen that users do not have many problems in use.

Figure 10: Data from Google Analytics on Users Flow from 8 Aug 2022 to 14 Oct 2022

Events
In addition, Google Analytics also recorded 21 events, including 19 Print Friendly and two shares
to Facebook. This data means that some users have used the share buttons of the recipe page.
Although the AddToAny Share Buttons plugin brings much loading to my web pages, it seems that it
still has its value. Because if users are willing to print it, equal to they are willing to try my recipes.

Figure 11: Data from Google Analytics on Events from 8 Aug 2022 to 14 Oct 2022
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Use of devices
I expected most visitors to use mobile devices, and it was. More people use desktops than I thought.
Also, desktop visitors are most willing to browse other pages on my site and stay longer. I think
this may be because the desktop viewport has an easy-to-see in-page navigation menu. Therefore,
I changed the position of the header in the mobile viewport to sticky in order to fix the hamburger
menu at the top, which is convenient for visiting and exploring other recipes. It is currently in
testing, and I will review the effect of this change later.

Figure 12: Data from Google Analytics about the use of devices from 8 Aug 2022 to 14 Oct 2022

Google PageSpeed Insights
Google PageSpeed Insights was used to check the page loading speed of my site. The score is 91 on
mobile devices and 99 on desktops. Both are good scores. However, the score for the recipe page on
the mobile device is 56. The main reason is that a YouTube video is embedded in the page, so visitors
need to download two rather large YouTube JS files.

Figure 13 & 14: Data from Google PageSpeed Insights about the performance of the homepage and a recipe page before optimisation
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Figure 15: Top reason for page slowdown as identified by Google PageSpeed Insights

Since the landing pages of most visitors are recipe pages, the loading speed of this page is critical.
The video is also indispensable, so it cannot be deleted. So, I searched for a solution on the Internet,
which is to turn it into lazy loading, so that users can only load it when they need it. I tried to install
a plugin called Lazy Load for Videos. After changing to lazy loading, the rating of the recipe page
on the mobile device is 89 points, which has been greatly improved. And the score on the desktop
device is 98.

nibbler
In addition, I also used nibbler and WAVE to test the performance of SEO and Accessibility of the
website respectively.
nibbler gave WaCipes a score of 8.4, with low-scoring items being no Twitter connection, Printability,
Popularity, and Incoming links. I’m not thinking about starting a Twitter for now, and the recipe page also
has a Print Friendly feature. Also, it takes time to improve Popularity and incoming links. No action will be
taken at this time.
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Figure 16: Site analysis report from nibbler

WAVE
In WAVE’s accessibility test, neither errors nor contrast errors were
detected. So I did not make any changes.

Figure 17: Site analysis report from WAVE
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Conclusion
Creating a website from scratch is really not easy. It took a long time and a lot of effort to conceive
and plan. If I didn’t take this course, I might just make a website by referring to the practice of
cognate websites. But now, WaCipes is a user-oriented recipe website made through market and
user research. While keeping an eye out for other site developments, we also need the creativity
and courage to go out of our way.
However, even if the website is made, things are not over. We still need to promote and maintain it.
These things are all new to me. But I am not scared. I think it is more important to keep trying and
learn from failures. Even if it fails, find out what went wrong and improve it. If successful, continue
to work hard with the encouragement of success.
Another profound experience of mine is understanding the importance of planning. Well-thoughtout planning really makes work easier. But the premise is that there is sufficient knowledge and
expertise to make judgments. Fortunately, we have reliable and helpful tutors. Therefore, I prepare
my presentations and take feedback seriously every time. It is keeping me from getting lost and
being able to determine the way forward.

Future plans
This project will be continued. The biggest motivation comes from people liking my site and the
content I create. Someone once commented on my Facebook recipe post that my site was “clean
and simple” and encouraged me to keep doing it. This comment gave me a lot of encouragement
because that is exactly the feeling my website wanted to be liked about. I am also delighted to see
from the Google Analytics data that some visitors have returned to check out recipes and explore
other recipes.

Figure 18: A Facebook comment about my website
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In the short term, I will start over to create new content. The new content will satisfy two needs
at the same time. The first is to enrich recipes in existing categories. Because there are only 1-3
recipes in some categories, such as Soup, Side dish and Holiday Choices, this can give the impression
that there are few recipe choices.
The second is to add some Japanese food recipes made with an air fryer. I have recently noticed a
surge in demand for air fryers in the UK. So I checked Google Trends and found that since the end of
August, people in the UK have searched for air fryers several times more. Searches for brands that
sell air fryers have seen the same increase. When compared to other countries, this phenomenon is
not found.

Figure 19: Analysis of search trends for air fryer in the UK on Google Trends

This phenomenon should be because the cost of energy for households in the UK has risen sharply
since October. For people in the UK who use ovens as a common cooking appliance, the air fryer is
an alternative to the oven that can save more than half the energy. People also like how fast and
easy it is. It just fits with my website concept.
Therefore, I will try to add at least one air fryer recipe every one to two weeks, and at the same
time, it is a Japanese dish that can be grouped into existing categories. I will also continue to
operate social media and spread it out on some related Facebook groups. I hope this method can
attract more British audiences to visit my website.
The long-term plan is to consider generating revenue when the website has a certain amount of
traffic. Such as placing Google ads, participating in affiliate marketing programs, etc. At the same
time, it is planned to increase the website’s functionality, such as saving recipes, mark notes,
newsletters, etc., further to improve the user experience and interaction with users.
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Final thoughts
Looking back on my initial coursework website and comparing it with the current WaCipes website,
I am amazed at my progress. I know there is still much room for improvement in technology and
design aspects. But the whole process of studying MA has given me a better understanding of this
industry and a more precise direction on how to continue to improve myself.
My current goal is to be a freelance web designer. More precisely, I want to be a WordPress
developer and a designer proficient in multimedia software. Therefore, I will continue to learn
WordPress and Adobe software in depth.
I used to have no habit of reading and even resisted reading books a bit. At the beginning of the
course, in my spare time, I prefer to learn coding by watching videos. I never thought I would learn
web design by reading books, but now I think it is even better than the experience of watching a
video. This year, I have bought 30 books on topics including web design, illustration, graphic design
and photography. I hope they can be helpful in what I want to achieve.
I have enjoyed this learning journey and the process of implementing this project. Being able
to learn things other than technical skills, and these are crucial to making a good website. I am
grateful to my tutors and classmates, who gave me a lot of helpful advice and encouragement.
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